This screenshot shows the above image of the character of Laura in the sky, and using the mask tool to
create a mask of the image. This will allow me to use black to hide the original image underneath the
mask, and white I can bring it above the mask.

In the above screen shot, the eyes which are seen in the clouds are there to give a sense that this
character has died, while my blank expression looking directly at the audience makes them question
that there is a relationship between these two characters, and I am upset about her or is there
something deeper within the narrative.

Also, my credit block didn’t follow the exact conventions of a film poster as I had jobs which were in the
wrong position or had jobs which aren’t supposed to be on the poster. So within my private office at
Wanstead Media, there is a American poster of “The Dilemma” this according to my manager is a crap
film, but the poster is engaging and creates a sense of enigma.
So I looked down at the credit block and followed in its exact format to order my positions For example:
Studio and In Association Studio comes first (Blueprint Pictures Present In Association with Warner Bros
Entertainment”)
Then CAST
MUSIC BY – MUSIC SUPERVISOR , CASTING, COSTUME, EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ETC…
Director is the final man on the block because it is evidently through his efforts which the film was
filmed and his concept of the film is what made the film. Right at the top it says ‘A Hamza Kazmi Film’
this is the person who initated the project and paid for the film, which is usually the Producer who is the
most IMPORTANT man in the whole production from beginning to end! The Producer is the top manager
who hires the director, camera crew etc…The budget and executive power lies with him!!

After importing my new credit block onto my film poster, I decided to put the positions of the jobs
smaller than the individual’s names which is more important. For example: Associate Producers is a size
6 while the names of them are a size 11.
Next, the title for my film previously was described by a senior manager that it was in the style of a Tim
Burton Horror film, which isn’t the reading I perfer my audience to receive. I want them to see this film
as a tragic thriller/drama of this man whose lost his girlfriend but something strange is about him that
he is a murderer.

Firstly, I decided to change the name of the cast to red which represents the sense of danger in the film
and a problem will arise according to Todorov’s theory of a distruption happening.
Also, I decided to remove the 5 star rating, but decided to keep a quote from my manager’s company of
‘ScreenTrade Magazine’ who very kindly quoted three distinct words for my film.
The font I used for the names of the cast is called FoineCanape which I found from www.dafont.com

This title font for my film suits it much better which makes the narrative more clear, and it gives a sense
of enigma for them to want to watch this film. Also the size of the title is the largest text on the poster
which shall make an impact on the audience for them to remember it, and purchase their tickets.

